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ABSTRACT 
 

This micro-study of the Cameron and Bennehan families, who owned 

plantations in North Carolina, Mississippi, and Alabama, demonstrates that 

plantation operations would have unraveled without the efforts of surveillors, a 

group that included white overseers, slaveholding merchants, patrollers, 

anonymous informants, drivers, who were enslaved and tasked to oversee 

different aspects of plantation operations, and other slaves. The result implores 

us to consider with high probability that other wealthy slaveholders, who owned 

plantations in the region and across the Southern United States, addressed 

similar weaknesses with an analogous, perhaps overlapping, surveillance 

network that played a crucial role in maintaining an economic and social system 

entrenched by the relationships of slavery.  
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INTRODUCTION 
 

The end is the profit of the master, his security and the public safety; the subject, one doomed in his 
own person, and his posterity, to live without knowledge, and without the capacity to make any thing 
his own, and to toil that another may reap the fruits. What moral considerations shall be addressed to 
such a being, to convince him what, it is impossible but that the most stupid must feel and know can 
never be true--that he is thus to labour upon a principle of natural duty, or for the sake of his own 
personal happiness, such services can only be expected from one who has no will of his own; who 
surrenders his will in implicit obedience to that of another. Such obedience is the consequence only of 
uncontrolled authority over the body. There is nothing else which can operate to produce the effect. 
The power of the master must be absolute, to render the submission of the slave perfect.  

 
Chief Justice Thomas Ruffin, Supreme Court of North Carolina, State vs. Mann1 
 
As a heavily studied class comprised of wealthy, land-owning, slave-

holding white people, the magnitude of the planter’s dominion is vividly clear 

from the vantage point of the student today. The physical skeletons of the 

planters’ supremacy still lie in their original places, made manifest in the 

plantations that sprawl across the Southern United States, now preserved as 

historic sites. Their authority within the region has been represented in 

historical scholarship as calculations of land acreage, people owned, and profits 

accrued, though this happened incrementally and not without opposition for 

over 200 years. 

Historians and other scholars have contrived a depiction of slaveholders 

as managers with a rational, scientific approach to control their slaves, as one 

writes, “by treating them as a collective population, rather than 
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individuals…Given the fact that they were treated little differently from cattle 

herded into a corral from the open pasture, it is not surprising that, in most 

property inventories, slaves are listed after domestic possessions and just before 

the livestock.”2 One historian, Caitlin Rosenthal attributed slaveholders with 

superior, calculated management skills. “Slavery became a laboratory for the 

development of accounting because the control drawn on paper matched the 

reality of the plantation more closely than that of almost any other early 

American business enterprise,” she writes.3 Both scholars specify the methods 

slaveholders used to treat their slaves as abstractions in an effort to emphasize 

the cruelty and dissociation of the slaveholder. As a result, the slaves disappear 

from all of their interpretations. 

Only recently have historians began to regard plantation slavery as 

slaveholders, who paid increasingly careful attention to slaves, did. Despite 

some slaveholders’ publically expressed ideology, in which they claimed an 

ordained mastery over the physical landscape and the enslaved people who 

sculpted it, they privately agonized over how to coerce obedience from their 

enslaved labor force.  

The members of the planter class were active in their endeavor to defend 

their right to slave ownership, because they understood the limits of their 

authority over slaves. Slaveholders could only locate, manage, or instruct the 
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management of their slaves as far as their eyes could see, as fast as a letter could 

be delivered, and as loud as their voice could travel. These physical constraints 

severely inhibited them from asserting the total mastery they sought to perform 

for and to impose on others. They, therefore, turned to others who could assist 

them in maintaining mastery. Slaveholders sought knowledge they did not have 

about and from each other, white overseers, drivers—enslaved men appointed to 

manage smaller farms on the plantation—and their enslaved labor force. 

 In spite of the fact that their knowledge about the locations, motivations, 

and performances of others would never be complete, slaveholding planters 

were not fatalists. They persisted, enlisting and monitoring the surveillance 

capabilities of white and black surveillors on and off their plantations to instruct 

and monitor enslaved people while they worked. They left behind an archive of 

diligently kept account books and records, the result of a dynamic information 

exchange to make the actions of the enslaved visible in certain contexts and to 

keep slaves, slaveholders, overseers, and merchants accountable to ensure the 

participation of each person in the business of sustaining slavery.  

 Slaves took advantage of periods in which they were not visible. They 

disobeyed and dissappeared in the dead of night, in plain sight, or when 

somebody’s back was turned. These acts of defiance shook the economic 

foundations of antebellum slave society and the economic and social security of 
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white people who sought to manage them. The anxiety slaves caused animated 

Chief Justice Ruffin’s decision, a portion of which is disclosed in the epigraph, 

which historians have cited as a “chilling” precedent for the scope of the master’s 

power, singular.4 This thesis is one of only a few comprehensive discussions 

about the use of white and black surrogates as sources of the master’s power. 

Slaveholders depended on an operative surveillance network composed of these 

surrogates whose objects of control were enslaved people and whose objective 

was the public safety and economic security of the white planter class. The 

operation of the plantations in North Carolina and Mississippi owned by 

slaveholders Paul Cameron, Thomas Bennehan, Duncan Cameron, and Thomas 

Ruffin provide a case study of the problem of governing slaves who moved 

beyond the sightlines of slaveholders. 

Planters were conscious of the limitations of their physical capabilities, 

most importantly, their vision. As a historian specifically analyzing their 

correspondence for surveillance tactics, I was interested to see how and where 

they did. What was the extent of their sightline? Who lengthened it? Who was 

ensnared in it? Who eluded it? A careful sifting through the planters’ 

correspondence with their overseers, merchants, fellow slaveholders, and 

enslaved drivers makes clear how men in each of these groups served as a 
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valuable pair of eyes, as enforcers, and as subjects of interest in a vast, powerful 

surveillance network.  

Historians have already identified the most obvious surveillor: the 

overseer.5 His duty to surveil was made evident by the name of his position. For 

a period, the discussion of plantation surveillance was circumscribed by the 

notion that the work of overseeing beyond the slaveholder was the work of the 

white overseer alone. These studies of surveillance have failed to sufficiently 

describe in describing the scope of the slaveholder surveillance network because 

the overseer could not possibly manage enslaved people as a small minority on 

the plantation. The surveillance network was much larger than historians have 

previously concluded.6 

Slaveholders recruited surveillors of every sort: enslaved or not, white and 

black, paid and unpaid, and the knowledge they accumulated was relational. 

They enlisted people of every possible orientation and position in order for their 

crowd-sourced sightline to be exhaustive in its detailed depiction of their world. 

This did not happen without opposition or difficulty. Historians John 

Blassingame, Ira Berlin, Stephanie Camp, and Walter Johnson, among others, 

have dispelled the dominant narrative of slaveholders’ absolute control over 

their slaves as the bedrock for slavery’s economic success.7 In her study of 

slavery, surveillance, and gender, historian Stephanie Camp asserted that the 
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struggle over space and control of enslaved people’s bodies was a major point of 

conflict between slaveholders and slaves. To render “the submission of the slave 

perfect,” slaveholders had to engage in and command others to enforce “the 

strictest control of the physical and social mobility of enslaved people, as some 

of the institution’s most resonant accouterments—shackles, chains, passes, 

slave patrols, and hounds—suggest.”8  

Camp concentrated on enslaved women and everyday resistance on site at 

the plantation. I focus on enslaved men, who were permitted to leave the 

plantation for a variety of reasons at a much more frequent rate than enslaved 

women appear frequently as runaways in the correspondence of slaveholders. 

This is true also for the plantations I study. This history of enslaved men’s 

movement within and off the Bennehan and Cameron-owned plantations, 

corroborates Camp’s argument about plantation space, that imposition of spatial 

and temporal regulation over enslaved people, was not confined to the physical 

barriers of the privately-owned plantation. Plantation space was as expansive as 

the sight horizon of those who surveilled for the Cameron and Bennehan 

slaveholders.9 

Surveillance sightlines provided visual confirmation of obedience by the 

slaveholder or his surveillor, a goal of slaveholding surveillance. They would 

never be an adequate substitute for understanding how enslaved people dealt 
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individually, as well as collectively, with captivity. The Bennehan-Cameron 

family invested in the paternalist approach to plantation management to 

cultivate obedience and loyalty in their slaves to increase the chances that they 

remained onsite and would not run away, despite the intensity of the work and 

the mistreatment they endured. The planter family viewed paternalism as a 

reciprocal relationship in which slaveholders expected obedience and obligation 

from slaves in return for shelter, clothing, and food.10 Slaveholders also allowed 

some enslaved men certain privileges, like permission to leave the plantation, 

and expected in exchange assistance in the management and surveillance of 

their fellow slaves.  

Paternalism’s shortcomings, however, become particularly visible with 

consideration to the existence of a surveillance network for slaveholders. Slaves 

intentionally thwarted slaveholders and surveillors from encroaching on spaces 

where they congregated outside of the slaveholders’ line of vision. Despite 

surveillors’ capacity to distinguish cross-sections of plantation life, not complete 

representations, it was a practice foundational to operating the business of 

slavery and in effect, protecting slavery. Historians, however, have generally 

failed to give it much attention.11 The questions they have asked, rather, have 

presupposed than investigated its existence. They wondered, just as slaveholders 

did, if slaves were “efficient” workers.12 What were they worth? By focusing on 
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what the slaveholders achieved, instead of how they achieved it, the historians 

ignore how the question they study was the product of a series of evaluative 

observations, accidental oversights, and reductions by surveillors and 

slaveholders in the effort to know about and control enslaved people. These 

historians participate in the “absented presence” of enslaved people, whose 

influence is visible everywhere, though it remained unnamed.13 

This thesis uses the correspondence between the Camerons, Bennehans, 

other slaveholders, their overseers, their merchants, and one slave, Virgil, as the 

main body of evidence for understanding an agile, shifting, widely distributed 

surveillance network that was built from interpersonal relationships and mutual 

or contrived obligation. Slaveholders, overseers, enslaved men, and people they 

called “informants,” who patrolled the areas surrounding the plantation, 

conducted surveillance on slaves and each other and produced information for 

the Camerons and Bennehans. The network functioned from visual observation 

and information exchange.  The actions of slaves structured the type of 

surveillance and re-positioned the surveillance network. The network functioned 

on visual observation and information exchange. Enslaved people who sabotaged 

it underscore that the network’s greatest vulnerability (and strength) lay in the 

abilities of the individuals who composed it, individuals who were imperfect and 

capable of being deceived. The Cameron and Bennehans knew this and were 
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generally skeptical of the abilities of everyone in their surveillance network, 

which fueled a culture of accountability, which meant all surveillors were 

expected to prove their commitment to the slaveholding family’s profit 

objectives.  

The chapters are organized by the perspectives of surveillors in relation to 

the slaveholders. The first chapter explores a period of chaos—the disappearance 

of two slaves, Len and Betsy, from Cameron-owned land—to better understand 

the role of the overseer. In this case, the white overseer failed to notice 

important events and prevent disruptions, despite his watchful care. What he 

overlooked underscored his irremediable limitations and how the Camerons 

enlisted an expanded network to surveil the places beyond the overseer 

sightlines.   

The second chapter explores the role of slaveholding merchants and 

planters in the surveillance network. It accompanies Jerry, an enslaved man, who 

was entrusted by his merchant master to travel far distances to make deliveries 

between slaveholders, facilitating the relationship between slaveholding 

merchants and the Camerons and Bennehans that enlisted more surveillors into 

the network and subjected Jerry to additional scrutiny. The slaveholders’ regime, 

predicated upon their supremacy over slaves, was built on connections to other 
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slaveholding and non-slaveholding whites, whose societal values including a 

belief in white supremacy corresponded with slaveholders’. 

The third chapter examines on the role of slaves who surveilled other 

slaves, before or after their masters invited them to do so. Here masters 

presumed their slave had superior insight into the discussions, sentiments, and 

locations of private meetings among the enslaved, concealed from the master’s 

sightline. The master used the sightlines of the enslaved surveillor as a 

provisional or supplemental replacement for what his own position, race, and 

status prevented him from seeing. The master expected most slaves to withhold 

information from him and knew there were spaces and activities he could not 

see. But as much as it could reinforce the master’s power, the slave’s position in 

the surveillance network and among the enslaved could handicap him by 

strategically diverting his gaze away from hidden spaces and leaving space for 

resistance.    

The slaveholder’s gaze was incredibly shallow, not penetrating as is 

largely assumed. Slaveholders thus worked to derive power from other people’s 

vision and hearing. These individuals were invited into a surveillance network, 

which shifted and expanded, person-by-person, according to the movements and 

actions of the enslaved. To both outsiders of the slaveholder surveillance 

network and its insiders, there was nothing fluid or effortless about the 
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slaveholder’s efforts to devise a powerful defensive strategy against the onset of 

covert and overt defiance by slaves whose actions destabilized the foundations of 

slaveholder and white supremacy. 
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CHAPTER ONE 

 
OVERSIGHT 

 
 
Surveillance works best with the cooperation of those who are subject to it. 
 

David Lyon1 
 

Slaveholders and overseers, perforce, had to adopt systems of surveillance 

to achieve their business objectives. The nature of human bondage made that so. 

When enslaved people were not only in sight but cooperating to perform work 

as ordered, slaveholders and overseers believed it was evidence of their control. 

For white slaveholders, what constituted the performance order and stability in 

the antebellum South was judged by their visual perception of their 

surroundings. In their “‘racially saturated field of visibility,’” slaveholders 

sought to contain enslaved people within the boundaries of their plantation, in 

the sightlines of people paid to protect the slaveholders’ property, and within a 

“limited grid of representational possibilities.”2  

In practice, however, the “rigid norms” of work ethic and discipline, 

which slaveholders enforced for social control over slaves, yielded “to an 

intricate if less articulated system based on personal contact, on relative 

positions in the status hierarchy, and on certain immediate and frequently 
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symbolic needs to be served.”3 This chapter examines how the surveillance 

network expanded in response to the escape of two slaves, Len and Betsy, from 

Paul Cameron’s plantation in Tunica County by the Mississippi River in 1859.  

Due to the “peculiar” nature of the slaveholder’s property in slaves, who 

“often take legs and run away [sic],” the slaveholder’s ideal of spatial and social 

control was much harder to maintain practice.4 The plantation system devolved 

towards chaos, even with a distributed, agile surveillance network of people 

stationed to impose order. The overseer, assigned as an enforcer of order, had to 

consistently and proactively work against the forces of gravity towards the 

idealized outcome. William Lamb, the only overseer at the plantation Paul 

Cameron purchased in Tunica County, Mississippi lived among a growing labor 

force of 35 to 100 enslaved people between the years of 1857 to 1861. Though 

he lived with his family in a “good, durable” home on 1811 acres of 

“unsurpassed fertility” and rolling green fields, three miles from the Mississippi 

River Bottom, he was constantly under threat of being overpowered.5 

Luckily, Lamb had the endorsement of his supervisor, Paul Cameron, to 

manage the enslaved labor force. But he was likely restricted from using 

excessive violence, because Cameron foremost valued his right to property in 

slaves, and violence threatened the life of that property. Lamb had to 

simultaneously protect Cameron’s property by ensuring that none of his slaves 
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escaped and coerce them to labor and live in onerous conditions to earn money 

for Cameron. Lamb entered in a written agreement with Cameron about his 

expected duties, how and when he would be paid, and the length of his work. 

He was protected from physical punishment but not from interventions and 

verbal reprimands from his supervisor, Paul Cameron.6  

Because Lamb worked independently and out of sight of his supervisor, 

who spent most of his time in North Carolina, Lamb had to convince Cameron 

of his managerial expertise in writing, using metrics of quantity and qualifiers as 

indicators of his stellar work performance. In October of 1859, for example, 

Lamb sent frequent letters to his supervisor to keep him informed about the 

state of the cotton crop, which was about to harvested and prepared for sale. 

“The prospect [of the cotton] is favorable for a good yield and without 

something take[s] place to destroy the cotton it seems to me that we will make 

a heavy crop from the most areas, have no doubt you would agree with me if you 

could see the crop,” Lamb reported.7  

Lamb was responsible for making immediate decisions, even though 

Cameron would not learn about those decisions until he received the letter. 

Each letter Lamb sent served to earn and sustain Cameron’s trust and favor and 

prove Lamb’s value to the enterprise. He confirmed his initial assessment as 

proof of his dedication to the plantation’s production objectives and as 
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assurance to Cameron of future prosperity in a subsequent letter in which he 

wrote confidently about the cotton crop:  

 
This has been quite a job, I have packaged fifty five Bales cotton average 
over five hundred pounds per bale and expect to ship the same tomorrow 
night in good order…I cannot get the hands up to as high figures picking 
cotton as I could if there was but little attention paid to the handling of 
the same but I shall endeavor to carry out your instructions as to picking 
baling and hope that you will make a reasonable allowance from picking 
[as] clean cotton as there is.8 
 
Lamb used the first-person pronoun to demonstrate his aptitude in 

having the cotton picked and baled. For that he takes responsibility and credit 

but he cleverly places any blame for not having baled more cotton on Cameron. 

He followed Cameron’s instructions and ordered the slaves to be careful 

“handling” the cotton to ensure that the bales contained “clean cotton,” which 

would fetch a higher price. In reference to the enslaved laborers, he calls them 

“hands,” an abstraction of enslaved people, dissociating them from their bodies, 

re-formulating them into conduits for Paul Cameron to make a “reasonable 

allowance.”9 This generalization belies a reality of plantation life: the overseer 

was hyper-aware of enslaved people and their labor. Lamb described them only 

in relation to their current function on the plantation, which was to pick cotton 

using, of course, their hands.  
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Lamb does not disclose how he got “the hands up to high figures” in 

weight of cotton picked. Andrew Jackson, who was enslaved on a plantation in 

South Carolina before he escaped north, vividly remembered cotton-picking 

season as a decisively material experience, combined with the pervasive threat of 

punishment under the watchful eye of the master that pushed him to work:  

 
At the setting of the sun each slave had to bring one hundred weight of 
cotton, which many of the weaker slaves could not do. In consequence of 
this, each night there were two hours' whipping at the “ginning house.” 
The masters would not even allow them their usual night's rest. They 
made them pack cotton before daylight, and as soon as twenty bales were 
picked, they were sent off to Charleston. The cotton plant is planted in 
April or May, and the cotton is picked out of the pods in August. The heat 
of that month raises large bumps on the slaves’ backs; besides, the 
frequent infliction of the whip and the lash is almost intolerable.10 
 
Because he was prohibited from doing so, Lamb was careful not to 

divulge any of the violent punishment he meted out to the enslaved people who 

did not pick as quickly or as well as he thought they should. One can presume 

that he was in fact violent, based on the general approach of most overseers who 

managed plantations where the planters were absent.11 All of Lamb’s reports to 

Paul Cameron about enslaved people at Tunica are a subjective construction of 

his role in plantation affairs and his own performance designed to gain Paul 

Cameron’s favor.  
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Lamb’s abilities to surveil and control were circumscribed by the same 

endogenous constraints as the slaveholder. It depended on how far he could see, 

what he could see, where he could go, and how quickly he could get there. His 

discernment of slaves’ performances, which he communicated in letters to 

Cameron, could only take place under certain circumstances at certain times. He 

distilled a string of his observations of enslaved people in specific visible 

contexts: the field, their quarters, or the barn.  

Stability at the Tunica plantation was a delicate tapestry, thread together 

under the supervision of a series of micro-moments during which the weather 

permitted crops to grow, and slaves followed instructions and went where they 

were told. But it could unravel in seconds. Around Thanksgiving in 1859, as a 

chill settled upon the plantation, two enslaved people, Len and Betsy, escaped. 

Cameron felt particularly strongly about runaway slaves. He lost money when an 

enslaved person ran away. The incredible value in the potential labor Len and 

Betsy possessed was now inaccessible to him. In addition, he lost trust in his 

overseer who was responsible for containing slaves within the bounds of the 

plantation. Their escape upset plantation and societal order, communicating to 

his slaves and the wider community the limits of his authority and his overseer, 

William Lamb’s.  
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The red box outlines Cameron's plantation, contiguous to plantations owned by 6 other 
slaveholders near the Mississippi River in Tunica County, Mississippi. Cameron Family 
Papers. 1 
 
It became an emergency. Paul Cameron travelled to Tunica after he 

learned about Len and Betsy’s escape and enlisted several surveillors to help him 

reclaim what he conceptualized, buttressed by law, as his legal property. He 

turned to J.D. Apperson, his merchant in Memphis, Tennessee, who appended a 

note on the matter to his November 25th 1859 charge for plantation supplies at 

Tunica. Apperson wrote to Cameron, who was in North Carolina at the time, 

“We will keep a watch for your negroes.”12 Forty miles away in Memphis, J.D. 

Apperson would watch vigilantly for Cameron’s slaves and may have sent out a 
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notice for other white people to help. Why Cameron’s merchant felt invested in 

locating his slaves will be discussed at length in the ensuing chapter.  

Cameron turned to and took advantage of a latent white surveillance 

network, comprised of patrollers, policemen, and local Mississippi slaveholders. 

They were his ancillary eyes who could account for the weaknesses in his 

overseer’s ability to surveil. Cameron had anticipated that Lamb would be 

vulnerable as the one overseer on a plantation where enslaved people comprised 

the majority. The surveillance network on the plantation’s peripheries and 

outside of it enabled Cameron to obtain information about the behavior of his 

slaves and his overseer, because Cameron did not trust either. 

The weaknesses in Lamb’s oversight damaged the trust Paul Cameron 

had in him but also betrayed the weaknesses in the system itself. Surveillance 

was a strategy that enabled the immediate interpretation and observation of 

enslaved people. It was not the most effective tool of foresight or for predicting 

their actions. Even under his watchful gaze, his proactive surveillance failed to 

anticipate Len and Betsy’s plan to escape. His surveillance was in some ways 

more reactive than proactive.  

Neither Lamb nor Cameron could anticipate the moment when a slave’s 

dissatisfactions would erupt, manifesting in this case as an escape. But both 

slaveholder and overseer certainly created the long-standing conditions for Len 
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and Betsy’s deep-seated resentment of their enslavement. The slaveholder had 

purchased Len in Durham in 1835 and forced him to work at the Stagville 

plantation until 1857. Until the Civil War in 1861, cotton planting in the 

Mississippi River Valley was gaining prominence. The crop thrived in the 

climate of the Lower South, and the global demand for cotton had never been 

higher.13 When Cameron bought land in Tunica, he sent Betsy and 33 other 

enslaved people from Stagville to the new plantation, uprooting Betsy from 

friends and perhaps family members beside whom she had spent most of her 

life. Cameron sent Len later, as the enslaved labor force at Tunica grew from 35 

to 100 over 3 years, which might offer an explanation for Len’s escape in 1859.  

Perhaps he could not and did not want to acclimate to life on a new plantation. 14    

Nine days after Cameron arrived in Tunica, he left without finding Len or 

Betsy. Upon his arrival at Stagville, he opened another letter from Lamb. Lamb’s 

report started with a dismal outlook. Snow covered the ground, the sun barely 

shone, and productivity had been stalled for days. On the backside of the paper, 

Lamb sent positive news. “As this letter was not sent off as I expected I open it 

to say that I have heard from Len & Betsy they are in Crittenden [sic] county jail 

about twelve and I start up this evening after them after getting [sic] them will 

manage Len to best of my ability (but not cruelly).”15  
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Lamb would travel 70 miles to Crittenden County, Arkansas, from Tunica 

along open roads. He travelled without fear. It is highly unlikely that Len and 

Betsy took the same route, because they had to evade sight, or else they would 

be accosted. Although there is a deficit of information about the week or more 

of Len and Betsy spent as fugitive slaves, one can presume from other narratives 

written by former slaves that they had scant access to food and water and slept 

outdoors in the undergrowth and safety of clusters of trees in the early winter. If 

they were lucky, they might have even stayed in the slave quarters of another 

plantation as they inched towards the North.16  

Because surveillance was an intensely local affair, Cameron likely 

recruited and relied on the vigilance of slaveholders who owned plantations 

surrounding his, as well as slave patrollers and merchants who were situated 

north from the plantation for help in looking out for his escaped slaves.17 Slave 

patrollers, a legally recognized and organized group of men, were empowered to 

monitor areas on the peripheries of plantations, within towns, and along roads. 

It was their duty to interrogate enslaved people who were away from the 

plantation, out of sight from the slaveholder and overseer. If a slave could not 

demonstrate their permission to travel, instantiated by a pass or a note, the 

members of the slave patrol detained slaves who they speculated were in 

disobedience of the master’s orders and the law. Patrollers also confiscated any 
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property the slave travelled with, if the slave could not produce proof that the 

slaveholder had outfitted his or her slave with it before they left the plantation.18  

While Cameron’s merchant Apperson in Memphis held a post in the 

surveillance network, he likely did not have the resources or the time to 

organize and pursue Len and Betsy. It is more likely that a patroller, whose job 

was to catch Len and Betsy, confined them in jail. Charles Ball, a former slave, 

recalled a point in which he was recaptured by slave patrollers:  

 
I fell on the road, and was soon surrounded by several persons, who it 
appeared were a party of patrollers, who had gathered together in this 
house. They ordered me to cross my hands, which order not being 
immediately obeyed, they beat me with sticks and stones until I was 
almost senseless, and entirely unable to make resistance. They then 
bound me with cords, and dragged me by the feet back to the house, and 
threw me into the kitchen, like a dead dog. 
 

A justice of peace intervened, admonishing the patrollers for their excessive 

punishment. Then, Ball said, the justice of peace decided to “interrogate [sic] me 

as to my name, place of abode, and place of destination, and afterwards 

demanded the name of my master. To all these inquiries I made no reply, except 

that I was going to Maryland, where I lived. The justice told me it was his duty 

under the law, to send me to jail.”19 While no experience can replace another, 

Ball’s description provides a substitute for Len and Betsy’s re-capture, which is 

absent from the historical record.  
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The jail in Crittenden where a justice of peace or patroller took Len and 

Betsy was where Lamb, a proxy for the legal owner, Cameron, arrived to take 

them back into his possession. How did Len and Betsy effect their escape? The 

question hung in the air. Once they arrived back at the plantation, Lamb told 

Cameron what he had learned:    

 
[Len] says that they stole a dugout some distance below Memphis and 
crossed the River which was a dangerous undertaking for them. My 
opinion is that you would save money by selling [sic] Len and by that 
means get short of a very troublesome negro one that you might possibly 
loose by being drowned or meet his death in some other way.20 

 
Since recapturing Len, Lamb had confined his feet in shackles each night to a 

large pole to contain his movement and keep him under his watch.21 Sleeping in 

shackles was miserable. John Bectom, enslaved on a plantation in Fayetteville 

and emancipated after the Civil War, described a fellow slave’s experience 

“wearing a ball and chain as a punishment for running away…He has slept in 

the bed with me, wearing that ball and chain. The cuff had imbedded in his leg, 

it was swollen so.”22 

Lamb wrote “Len says,” a phrase that floats innocently, separated from 

the distress and torture that Len likely endured from Lamb in order for the 

overseer to extract this testimony. But Lamb could not admit this to Cameron. 

Lamb’s inclusion of the qualifier “(not cruelly)” in relation to his anticipated 
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punishment of Len indicates that Paul Cameron had previously admonished him 

for liberal punishment and was expecting an improvement. There was amplified 

pressure on Lamb to show self-restraint from violence and restrain Len without 

cruelty. It is likely that Lamb did not see a way to control Len, if he did not 

resort to violence or physical confinement. He may have suggested selling Len to 

Cameron because he was not confident in his ability to manage him.  

Lamb’s use of physical confinement to condition Len and keep him under 

watch was not novel. Conditioning often took the form of torture. A former 

slave from North Carolina, Samuel Hall, called men who sought to punish slaves 

into obedience “nigger-breakers.” 23 Moses Roper, a former slave who escaped 

from a plantation in North Carolina, recalled how his master intended to flog 

him after he had just been purchased as a form of conditioning. He wrote, 

“[T]he proprietor dissuaded the master, saying that he had known me for some 

time, and he was sure that I did not require to be flogged.”24 Roper was 

insulated from the painful compulsion, because the proprietor made a character 

judgment of Roper, citing Roper’s self-discipline.  

In an effort to recover his injured reputation, Lamb responded to 

accusations from Cameron about his inability to discipline his slaves and their 

movement:   
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[Y]ou mentioned in your letter that some one had told you that they 
frequently saw your negros at Commerce [sic], now all that I have [...] is 
that your informant was very much mistaken as your negros would not go 
to the River on Sundays as they would be seen by Mr. Ferguson [sic] or 
some one like that who would inform me of the fact and it is not 
reasonable that they would be seen if they go at night which would be at 
a late hour.25 

  
Some slaveholders allowed slaves to leave the plantation to market goods on 

Saturdays or Sundays. 26 It is clear from Lamb’s letter that Cameron did not 

permit his slaves at Tunica to do so. Lamb defended himself to Cameron and his 

ability to manage. He understood that Cameron’s faith in him was conditional 

on continual confirmation of that ability and that he was being indirectly 

surveilled by other informants who reported to Cameron.  

Cameron’s informants were not explicitly directed to surveil Lamb, but 

like all slaveholders, Cameron depended on a wide network of white people in 

whose interest it was to report on and capture slaves who appeared to be out of 

place. Lamb’s shortcomings were made immediately evident when Cameron’s 

informants identified slaves from Tunica who were not where they were 

supposed to be. Information, defined as “‘the giving of form or essential 

character to something; the act of imbuing it with a particular quality,’” makes 

Lamb’s use of the word “informant” especially remarkable.27 By enlisting 

multiple surveillors, Cameron could accumulate power from increasing his 

sources for information. He could compare information, decide who was worth 
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trusting, and make a decision. Without informants or even Lamb, Cameron had 

nothing upon which to operate, especially in a situation he viewed as precarious.  

It is not clear who told Cameron that his slaves frequently sold goods 

along the river, an accusation Lamb contested, drawing upon his own 

information produced by his own informants none of whom conveyed such 

information to him. Lamb anticipated his own vulnerability and relied on a man 

named Mr. Ferguson to surveil the riverbank for the slaves Lamb nominally 

oversaw. This suggests that Lamb expected that enslaved people might attempt 

to escape and that he had is own informants in the city of Commerce, three 

miles away from the plantation along the banks of the Mississippi River.  

Yet, despite having his own surveillors, Lamb ultimately had been 

defeated. Still, he contested Cameron’s attempt to hold him accountable for the 

breach in the surveillance network. Len and Betsy had taken advantage of 

inscrutable darkness to exploit a collective weakness in Lamb’s surveillance 

network in order to evade detection. How could any surveillor have seen two 

dark-skinned people furtively travelling in the dead of night?  

Lamb’s managerial problems highlight the imprecision of a surveillance 

network grounded in visual observation and written records, which compounded 

deficiencies in the actual practice of surveillance. They reveal a central paradox 

in a society dependent on racialized surveillance. When enslaved people were 
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more visible, certain traits about them were so commonly recognizable and 

identifiable that other dimensions of their personhood became negligible.28 Len 

and Betsy were acutely conscious of the characteristics on which white people 

placed a visual emphasis, in this case, their skin color, and used it to their 

advantage. That was why they escaped under the cover of night.  

For more than two months after Len was recaptured, Lamb confined him 

in shackles daily and nightly.29 This was a variation on the approach overseers 

and masters adopted to instill obedience with force. Surveillance, or the 

disciplinary power imposed by the presence of the surveillor, would not suffice. 

Slaveholders, overseers, drivers, merchants, and patrollers who surveilled slaves 

could only evaluate obedience as it was performed. As outsiders, overseers and 

slaveholders’ observations had no bearing on a slave’s internal dialogue and 

rationalization of their circumstances. A culture of watching and reporting was 

not sufficient enough to manage the burgeoning antagonisms evident between 

the master and the slave and contain slaves within Tunica and the other 

Cameron-owned properties.  

This is made evident in the divergence in Lamb’s approach to correct Len 

and Betsy’s disobedient inclinations upon their return. Lamb’s conclusions 

about Betsy were gendered. He surmised that she was “induced to go off by Len, 

though a willing subject.” Len was viewed as untamable with an unchangeable, 
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oppositional constitution. Betsy was seen as an easily influenced. To address 

Betsy’s disobedience, Lamb orchestrated a marriage between Betsy and another 

enslaved man named Jordan in the hopes that she would become “a better 

negro.”30 Perhaps Lamb hoped that Betsy would develop affection for Jordan 

instead of Len and feel loyal to Jordan. Once she was under Jordan’s keep, Lamb 

hoped Betsy would stay at Tunica.   

Lamb’s conception of a “better” slave was couched in the values of hard 

work, self-discipline, and obedience. The obedience and obligation that Lamb 

tried to cultivate in the slaves under his management originated neither from 

him nor their master, his supervisor, Paul Cameron. The priority placed on these 

values cannot be easily separated from the values of the larger society they 

inhabited. These were values slaveholders inculcated in their children, though 

they could never mean the same thing for the enslaved. 

When Paul was a teenager at boarding school, away from the Stagville, 

North Carolina plantation, he frequently misbehaved and was punished for his 

lack of self-discipline. He complained to his father that he was deprived of 

privileges, treated like the slaves at home. At his father Duncan Cameron’s 

request, the headmaster of the school monitored Paul more closely and reported 

on his progress to his father. After some time, the headmaster reported on his 

pupil: “‘Paul has become the Master of himself.’”31 Paul’s displays of self-
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governance and control were rewarded. Paul and Duncan’s relationship matured 

as time went on, as Paul exhibited the obedience and loyalty Duncan expected 

from him. In 1839, two years after assumed management from his father at 

Stagville, he wrote:   

 
In obedience to your command that I should write every week, I seat 
myself to report all that can interest you my mother and sisters … I know 
it will contribute much to the comfort of you and your dear companions 
to receive frequent letters; and the more in detail they shall be made the 
more acceptable will each sheet be. On my part I promise the honest 
discharge of my duty.32 
 

Paul, despite his autonomy and ability to move across the plantation and off of 

it, still had to earn his father’s trust. He did this by producing satisfactory 

production outcomes and reporting regularly with relevant information collected 

by paying attention to the slaves and the property that surrounded him. If he 

could not, he demanded others to. 

The map on page 21 corresponds to Cameron’s schematic interpretation 

of his dominion over space and over slaves. The map is populated with localized, 

specific detail, analogous to the approximate knowledge Paul Cameron had 

about his plantation, his slaves, and his surveillors. Cameron may not have 

known the details of their operations of his neighbors or the size of their 

enslaved labor force; however, he likely trusted that his neighbors, fellow 

slaveholders, shared the same values as he did in regard to property in people. 
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Though the grid on the map breaks up the swath of land by the riverbank into 

discrete units, the contiguous plantations allow slaveholding authority to diffuse 

across property lines. It emphasizes the magnitude of the threat of recapture Len 

and Betsy faced as they traversed through enemy territory. There was no obvious 

path to freedom for Len and Betsy to take without evading detection.  

Len and Betsy’s illicit movements degraded the security of the institution 

of slavery and the slaveholder’s sense of control. The severe reaction their 

escape provoked from Paul Cameron and his white surveillors speaks to how 

completely slaveholders sought the containment of enslaved people within the 

confines of the plantation. But the successful operation of the plantation also 

depended on just the opposite, the employment of slaves beyond the confines of 

the plantation and the sightlines of slaveholders and overseers. Plantation 

operations would falter if the slaveholder pursued a fantasy of a sealed estate.33 

Some slaves were permitted to move beyond sightlines, and their leaving 

fortified rather than diminished slavery and its economic success.   
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CHAPTER TWO 
 

NEAR SIGHT 
 

Just like surveillance, production on plantations started locally and 

expanded outwards. Plantations were entangled in a web of exchange with other 

plantation owners, merchants and manufacturing agents, whose demands for 

commodity crops heightened the pressure on slaveholders, their overseers, 

enslaved drivers, and slaves. The Cameron and Bennehan slaveholders at 

Stagville and Thomas Ruffin nearby in Hillsborough were accountable for the 

delivery of those goods to the merchant, and vice versa and used enslaved people 

to help meet these demands.  Both the merchants and the planters trusted the 

enslaved men Jerry, Peter, and Sterling to leave the plantation to deliver goods 

or to visit their families on other plantations.  

When used in the capacity of enabling exchange, the enslaved men 

fortified lines of communication and exchange between slaveholding planters 

and slaveholding merchants. Slaveholders rarely ordered enslaved men to leave 

the plantation for this purpose, but the Camerons and their merchants in 

Petersburg, Virginia did. This presents a unique opportunity to study how the 

enslaved men supported the line of information and goods exchange between 
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them, and how these slaves were also subject to surveillance that operated 

through the same communication channel they helped forge.  

The slaveholding planters and the slaveholding merchants of this study 

were separated by over 120 miles and could only surveil each other’s slaves 

when the slaves were near enough.1 Each time the enslaved men left the 

slaveholder’s sight line, they exposed the slaveholder to the risk that he might 

lose his slave and the goods his slave carried to an expectant recipient. What did 

this mean for the project of surveillance? Slaveholding merchants and planters 

outfitted enslaved men with written passes or inscriptions on the outside of the 

letters they carried, anticipating that ordinary white people and other 

slaveholders would stop to assess slaves during their journey. Though 

rudimentary, the approach was effective. Like informants and overseers, the 

white surveillors for the slaveholders expanded the plantation space by imposing 

the same norms of deference and obedience onto enslaved people, wherever they 

were.2 Enslaved men acutely understood the magnitude of the slaveholder 

surveillance network comprised of slaveholders, ordinary white people, and 

patrollers.  

Similar to how the Stagville slaveholders trusted others to surveil and 

authorized them to take temporary control over slaves out of necessity, they also 

shifted their control over their commodity crops to their merchants, also often 
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slaveholders themselves, who were entrusted to make a profit for their client, 

the planter. Planters took advantage of the merchant’s extended sightline 

enabled by their connections to business contacts in cities and ports of exchange 

who could provide more up-to-date, relevant information about market demand, 

prices, and slaves. 3 But more accurate coverage of markets did not translate to 

total control. Like a slave who dipped out of sight at a moment’s notice, the 

market, the quality of the crop, and the weather could shift without warning. 

These parameters placed constraints on the ability of the merchant and the 

planter to influence their future prosperity. Though the Stagville slaveholders 

experienced marked success as planters, the future outcome of their operations 

was laden with ambiguity. 4    

The merchant’s and the slaveholder’s prosperity were contingent upon 

each other’s success, including the obedience of the enslaved men they sent out 

on deliveries, and upon favorable planting and market conditions. If plantation 

operations stuttered or the merchant could not find a purchaser for the crops, 

both merchants and planters suffered. This material connection and the formal 

agreements they made held them accountable to each other. They had to 

consistently prove in writing to they had done the best they could, which was 

most often done via letters because they rarely encountered each other in 

person. If they had not met their obligation, they had to record their attempts. 
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The most viable options for maintaining trust in the mid-1830s were letters and 

personal deliveries made by enslaved men. Letters from merchants noted when 

sales and deliveries were made (or not made) on behalf of their client, the 

slaveholder. It helped establish trust between the two groups of white men. 

The desire to know about the actions of the other made the merchant and 

planter interdependent. Each provided the other with unique information about 

the contents of deliveries and who was delivering it. Merchants alerted 

slaveholders to what they should look out for, which dually served as a 

surveillance tactic to account for the slave with the delivery and as a verification 

that the other slaveholder fulfilled their obligation, whether that meant 

transporting goods for sale or responding in full to a request for supplies.  

A letter from Duncan Cameron’s merchant firm, Kevan and Hamilton, 

exemplifies the centrality and importance of the extended network of informers. 

Days after Cameron placed an order with his merchants for two horses, he 

opened up a letter from the mail. His eyes would have scanned across their 

calligraphic cursive to read:  

 
We write this (by mail) only to say that “Jerry” leaves this morning – and 
has your pair of horses in charge and we hope they may get out safely. We 
have provided them with [sic] corn and “Jerry” has our instructions to 
give them all necessary attention and stable them at night on the ride out 
– if he can do so.5 
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Jerry was assigned to help fulfill Kevan and Hamilton’s accountability to 

Cameron. Yet, no matter what Kevan and Hamilton instructed Jerry to do, no 

matter who monitored Jerry at either end, they could not guarantee he would 

follow through on his duties. Kevan and Hamilton hoped that the letter they 

sent would arrive at Stagville before Jerry did. By alerting Cameron to what Jerry 

would bring and approximately when he would bring it, Kevan and Hamilton 

made Cameron a knowledgeable surveillor of their slave and part of their 

network. Including the phrases “we hope” and “‘Jerry’ has our instructions,” 

Kevan and Hamilton communicated that they had done their part and now 

centered Jerry’s responsibility, a gesture at the instability of slavery that a 

distributed surveillance network could not fully steady.  

The letter Duncan Cameron received from his merchants in Petersburg is 

an artefact from a partnership governed by custom and tradition and maintained 

over decades and a distance of more than 100 miles via the mail and trips made 

by enslaved men like Jerry.6 Throughout the 1830s, Jerry consistently travelled 

with merchandise from Petersburg to Stagville and back again.7 Kevan and 

Hamilton established their goods storehouse in Petersburg for easy access to the 

mercantile trade within the region. They bought goods from Stagville and other 

plantations, sold supplies to the Stagville slaveholders, and sold slaves.8 The city 

of Petersburg evolved over the early nineteenth century to become a bustling 
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nexus of trade, cotton and tobacco manufacturing, and slave sales.9 Its 

warehouse-lined streets were visually distinct from the winding roads between 

the thick forests of the North Carolina Piedmont, but the financial prosperity for 

slaveholders who lived in the two regions were intimately connected by 

commercial exchange with merchants such as Kevan and Hamilton.10 

When Kevan and Hamilton did their job well, they added to the 

prosperity of the Cameron and Bennehan families, whose connections and 

wealth enabled and were enabled by partnerships with several other factors in 

Memphis, Charleston, and New Orleans. 11 When the merchants sold bales of 

cotton and barrels of flour harvested and manufactured by slaves at Stagville, 

Kevan and Hamilton recorded it as credit in individual accounts belonging to 

slaveholders.12 The Camerons and Bennehans drew on their credit to purchase 

plantation sundries. Kevan and Hamilton used their slaves to respond to these 

requests, furnishing the Stagville plantation with the necessary goods, like steel 

and seeds, to support operations.13  

Most visible in the Cameron Family Papers during this period was Jerry, 

the aforementioned enslaved man who travelled between Stagville and 

Petersburg, a distance that took a few days to traverse and required an overnight 

stay.14 Kevan and Hamilton regularly depended on Jerry to make deliveries a 

state away. They made sure the Stagville slaveholders knew what he looked like, 
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when to anticipate his arrival, and what he carried in his letters describing when 

Jerry left and what he brought.15 Kevan and Hamilton worked to make 

surveillance personal. The Stagville planters knew how Jerry’s voice sounded and 

how he carried himself after two days of travel. Regardless of what happened on 

Jerry’s journey, he could expect another slaveholder to confront him at the other 

end, who would demand from him the property and letters he carried and report 

back to Kevan and Hamilton about the successful execution of Jerry’s delivery.  

The merchants in Petersburg and the planters at Stagville represented 

two end points that Jerry had to confront. What about the space in between? 

The merchants had to be confident in the existence of an informal surveillance 

network composed of ordinary white people, like an innkeeper, a traveler, or a 

farmer. Kevan and Hamilton took advantage of their knowledge of how white 

people would perceive Jerry, a black man travelling alone for far distances riding 

on horse or a wagon. Jerry would certainly attract attention, scrutiny, or even 

threats of violence from those who moved along the same road or were 

stationed across the region. 

A legal bedrock of prohibitory law and individual efforts policed the 

movement of enslaved people in order to maintain and communicate 

slaveholders’ notions of societal order. Jerry crossed through Virginia to North 

Carolina, states whose slave codes articulated sanctions for enslaved people who 
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attempted to circulate freely or circulate goods without permission. Enslaved 

people could not leave the plantation, or “seat of land, where such slave shall be 

appointed to live without a certificate of leave in writing for so doing.” In 

Virginia, it was illegal for a slave to distribute commodities “without the 

consent in writing of his or master or mistress, overseer or employer, or agent of 

either.” Accomplices were punished too. People who received goods from 

unendorsed slaves were to be fined and imprisoned.16 It is unclear whether or 

not the slaveholders paid ordinary whites a small sum to surveil or relied on 

regulations such as these to compel cooperation.  

 

 
The outside of a letter from Hamilton & Kevan which reads “for ‘Jerry’ with a pair of 
Horses. Cameron Family Papers.  
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Kevan and Hamilton were legally obligated to write the inscription, “per 

Jerry With a pair of horses,” on the outside of the letter or provide some other 

form of a pass. Their note summoned white people to enforce their legal 

possession of Jerry and to surveil Jerry without recompense by evaluating his 

adherence to his duty—transporting goods—to protect slaveholding interests. 

But as much as it permits, the note severely limited Jerry’s movement under the 

strict condition that he follows orders.17 Writing Jerry’s name on the envelope 

was a strategy to secure a future outcome in which Duncan Cameron would 

receive the product he ordered for the Stagville plantation. It was also an 

assertion of Kevan and Hamilton’s control over Jerry to protect him from white 

people who might accost him and permanently injure him, if they perceived his 

presence as a threat.  

One can presume that Jerry encountered slave patrols. Because he had 

permission to travel away from his slaveholder, his encounters with patrollers 

were likely not as saturated with fear as it would have been for Len and Betsy. 

He had a justification for his presence, his pass. Patrollers and ordinary white 

people saw varieties of passes, some articulating more specific details than 

others. On a pass, the slaveholder or overseer would write the name of the slave, 

the date he left and was expected to return, and the destination.18 Kevan or 

Hamilton might have issued Jerry a pass in addition to the note on the letter. By 
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way of including Duncan Cameron’s name and address, they provided 

information about Jerry’s destination, though not on how long he was permitted 

to be on the road for his trip. This information defined and limited Jerry’s 

freedom of movement and opportunities to disappear from scrutinizing gazes 

and inquiries.  

This small footnote on the envelope referencing Jerry, written in various 

iterations on many letters, is evidence of slaveholders’ acute understanding that 

a slave away from the plantation created an extremely unstable situation. The 

paternalist approach sought to naturalize and normalize enslaved people’s 

relationship to slaveholders. Slaves’ subjection to surveillance reminded 

slaveholders that slaves’ situation was abnormal and their presence, threatening, 

thus meriting regulation and oversight from slaveholders and non-slaveholders 

alike.  

When Jerry left the plantation, his “dreams of running away could be 

explored and tried out.”19 On the dirt roads from Petersburg to the Piedmont, 

Jerry travelled on horseback for stretches of road that would be unpunctuated 

with interruptions or demands for a justification of his presence because he 

carried a “pass.” He had precious, private moments when he was entirely alone. 

In these swaths of surveilled and unsurveilled space, Jerry might have escaped. 

He must have taken note of the white people who noticed him and said nothing, 
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those who did, other slaves he passed along the way, the paths of the rivers, the 

stretches of untamed forest, and the cleared fields. We cannot know precisely 

why he did not capitalize upon opportunities to escape. Perhaps he may have 

had family and friends in Petersburg who he did not want to abandon. And not 

inconsequentially, his travels gave him intimate knowledge of the vast power of 

the slaveholders’ empire of surveillance and just how hard it would be to subvert 

it.  

Former slave Andrew Jackson was entrusted with duties similar to Jerry’s 

that enabled him to envision the potential for life beyond enslavement and the 

obstructions in his path. He subverted surveillors for slaveholders with visual 

and verbal deception. His frequent travels to Charleston exposed him to a 

different geography and strategies for escape. He recalled:  

 
I had often been to Charleston—which was 150 miles distant from our 
plantation—to drive my master's cattle to market, and it struck me that if 
I could hide in one of the vessels I saw lading at the wharfs, I should be 
able to get to the “Free country,” wherever that was.20  
 

Jackson executed his goal to distance himself from slavery, both spatially and 

socially, by closely embodying the role he had known for his entire life. After he 

left the plantation for the last time on a pony, he met ordinary white people a 

few miles into his journey. Jackson wrote, “I was hailed, ‘You nigger, how far are 
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you going?’ To which I would answer, ‘To the next plantation mas’re;’ but I took 

good care not to stop at the next plantation.’’  

John Fiske argues that power was sourced from the “power to define 

what is in or out of place,” which was “central to the power over the normal.”21  

White slaveholders depended on other white people to help them construct 

expectations of what normative movement for enslaved people should look like. 

Jackson expected any white person, slaveholding or not, to verbally and 

cognitively remark that his presence away from his white master or overseer was 

abnormal and then intervene to remind him of his proper place: in the sightline 

of his master, or a master. Jackson had to adopt the appearance of following 

orders and properly moving through plantation space “to the next plantation,” 

where the ordinary white surveillor Jackson just encountered could trust that he 

would be under white supervision.  

Further into his journey North, Jackson stopped at an inn he had 

previously visited. The innkeeper, Mr. Shipman, became suspicious because 

Jackson was alone, as a man named Jesse Brown, who paid Jackson’s master in 

exchange for Jackson’s labor, typically accompanied him. To quell the white 

man’s suspicions, Jackson asked a leading question: “‘Have you not seen me 

here with Jesse Brown, driving cattle?’ [Shipman] said, ‘Yes, I know Jesse Brown 

well. Where are you going?’ I answered, ‘I am going on my Christmas holiday.’ 
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This satisfied him.”22 Jackson had enough interactions with informal white 

surveillors, like Mr. Shipman, to anticipate what questions they would ask and 

provide answers that gave the semblance of his obeying societal rules.  

 Jackson co-opted a script he had absorbed and performed often as a slave. 

He was able to persuade other white men of his sense of duty and commitment 

to following instructions he contrived. He also convinced a young white boy to 

write him a pass so that he could accumulate the necessities to falsify his way to 

freedom.23 His performance was convincing enough to mislead ordinary white 

men who were informally appointed as gatekeepers to freedom, or safeguards of 

enslavement. His ability to deceive the people around him reveal the ways in 

which the vulnerabilities of the surveillance network were grounded in 

individual oversights and subject to misunderstandings.  

Slaveholding merchants and planters tried to control against outcomes 

such as Jackson’s by enlisting more surveillors to monitor men like him. Even 

though these slaveholders formulated an expectation for the outcome of when 

the slave would arrive with the delivery, they were not present at any of these 

encounters between the slave and off-site surveillors. It is likely that they did 

not receive confirmation of the operative power of their distributed surveillance 

network, until they saw Jerry approaching over the horizon. Formulating 
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expectations for the outcome was distinct from controlling the outcome. That 

responsibility rested on the ordinary white surveillors. 

Preventing Jerry from pursuing escape was but one thing with which 

Kevan and Hamilton concerned themselves. Risk was associated with all aspects 

of their operation. The merchants were responsible for obtaining a profitable 

outcome for the Camerons and earned money from the commission. Kevan and 

Hamilton had a slight advantage over the Stagville slaveholders because they had 

access to sources on market trends and business connections to better anticipate 

the future profitability of their plantation operations. In theory, they had more 

information. They exploited this advantage over the Stagville slaveholders from 

whom they earned a commission fro each sale.  

Despite this implied knowledge differential, Kevan and Hamilton were 

still circumscribed by a set of constraints similar to those the Stagville 

slaveholders faced, largely due to their location and skillset. First, Kevan and 

Hamilton could not control the quality of the cotton crop, which passed through 

many hands before it arrived at their warehouse. The most the merchants could 

do in service of their own interest to make a profit was depend on the Camerons 

and Bennehans to assert control over plantation operations to create conditions 

for a good harvest within the confines of their own ability.  
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Kevan and Hamilton had to wait until the crop was in sight before they 

could make any decisions. This placed severe limitations on how much and how 

often they could sell commodities. They could not anticipate the price at which 

they would sell the crop until they inspected its quality when it arrived in 

Petersburg. Neither could the Stagville slaveholders, even after enslaved people 

harvested and packed the cotton. The accountability for a quality cotton crop 

was distributed unequally among the slaves, who bore the greatest burden and 

faced the most severe punishment for mistakes, and the slaveholders who 

managed the Stagville plantations, outfitted with a force of overseers and drivers 

to supervise production.  

The transport of cotton up to Petersburg introduced several more hazards 

that determined at what price the crop would sell and by extension, the money 

plantation owners and merchants would earn from the transaction. Even after 

field slaves had picked the cotton as diligently as they felt they could, and Jerry 

made the delivery as he was ordered, damp weather or damage en route 

compromised the cotton quality and the future asking price.24  

In the few ways that Kevan and Hamilton were able to keep watch over 

the non-human components of their business, they did. They frequently tracked 

and reported on the price fluctuations in demand for crops in letters to the 

Cameron. Kevan and Hamilton confided to Thomas Bennehan:  
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We must confess however that the European markets hold out no 
prospect of any improvements in prices – We observe the drought still 
continues in your section so as to prevent your mills from grinding flour. 
The probability is that flour will maintain its price – now $6 – and should 
an early winter close the Northern Canals, so as to prevent the getting 
down to N York of this stock of flour from the interior, an advance in the 
article may be looked for.25 
 

As was the case with surveilling slaves, careful observation of prices did not 

translate to absolute control. Kevan and Hamilton’s ability to execute a 

transaction also depended on the market price of the crop, which consistently 

fluctuated, on the quality of the crop he received, and the available purchasers. 

To initiate a profitable sale under changing circumstances, the merchants had to 

assemble as much information as they could about prices, consider the quality of 

the crop he had in his store house, make an approximated decision, and then 

share their process with the plantation owner, who was also closely following 

the market.26  

Kevan and Hamilton used letters like this to advise their client on how to 

operate within parameters that were outside of their control but that impacted 

the operations of both. A drought had local and regional consequences. For 

Bennehan, it meant the mills would not receive any propulsive force from the 

water to turn, and the slaves who ground flour at Stagville could not resume 
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operation until the drought ended. He would lose money and have to adjust 

operations so that his slaves who worked in the mill would be occupied  

Kevan and Hamilton had to work to minimize losses that they, too, would 

absorb. Little to no water in the river meant that Kevan and Hamilton would 

need to levy more charges onto Bennehan to pay for increased transportation 

fees, if they chose to buy flour that had to be transported by railroad, not river. 27 

Nor could they place their faith in getting flour from the northern interior 

because of transportation problems. They made a risk calculation, however 

precise or imprecise it might be, based on the information available. They had to 

weigh the cost of retaining goods in the storehouse until prices increased 

against the potential advantages to be gained by lower rates if they sold 

immediately.28 In this instance, they advised Bennehan sell his crop without 

waiting for conditions to change, because they expected conditions to worsen, 

based on their prediction for the forthcoming winter.  

Between the letter’s departure and its arrival, market conditions might 

have already changed for the worse, or not at all. The Stagville slaveholders 

likely also read the local newspaper to avail themselves of market prices for 

commodities like cotton, molasses, and tobacco with respect to the region.29 But 

the circulation of information, like prices, was severely inhibited by the material 

constraints that governed the speed at which information travelled. Postmen 
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and enslaved men who delivered information orally or by letter could only travel 

so fast on their horse or wagon. The Stagville slaveholders had no information 

about the performance of their crop and could do nothing about it.30  

This was a recurring pain point for Thomas Ruffin, Paul Cameron’s 

father-in-law and Chief Justice of the North Carolina Supreme Court, who had a 

plantation in Hillsborough and also used Kevan and Hamilton to connect him to 

national markets for his crops. He expressed his dismay to Duncan Cameron:  “I 

am sorry to understand by Jerry that there is a larger accumulation of produce at 

Henderson & that we have 30 Bales [sic] Cotton lying out exposed to the 

weather waiting for transportation.”31 

Combined with the information Kevan and Hamilton provided about 

markets, Ruffin treated Jerry as a trusted source of information. Jerry had just 

been in Petersburg and knew specific details that Ruffin did not because his 

business kept him in North Carolina. Jerry’s arrival was sometimes timed with 

the delivery of letters from Kevan and Hamilton through the postal service. In 

other instances, Jerry brought letters himself. Before Thomas Bennehan and 

Duncan Cameron passed away in the late 1840s and early 1850s, all three 

slaveholders who owned slaves and property at Stagville held accounts with 

Kevan and Hamilton. That meant the merchants sent three separate letters 
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down to the slaveholders who were waiting to satiate their appetite for 

information on the state of their crops and the prospect of profit.  

Comparatively, the slaveholding planters and merchants had slightly 

more control over Jerry’s trajectory than they did over cotton prices, because 

they could assert control beyond the limits of their ability to visually discern by 

taking advantage of surrogates of their authority. At least their intervention, or 

the intervention of one of their surveillors asking for a pass, might have an 

impact on Jerry’s trajectory, if he happened to be plotting to escape.  

Jerry’s role in transmitting valuable information and deliveries under 

orders from Kevan and Hamilton challenges the sweep of Ralph Haskins’ and 

Harold Woodman’s dated claims that the merchant was “the planter’s personal 

agent,” or his “personal representative in the marketplace.”32 This analysis 

misses the important role played by enslaved people like Jerry. It tells a history 

in which the linkage between planters and merchants is entirely unmediated by 

any other people than by the two men at either end. While Haskins and 

Woodman are correct in noting that merchants assumed many of the pressures 

and responsibilities associated with making the slaveholder money, they ignore 

the influence enslaved men had in maintaining inroads and reinforcing the 

relationship between the slaveholder and the merchant. The word “personal” 

means “done or made by a particular person.”33 Because Jerry personally saw to 
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it that transactions for the slaveholders were executed properly, he, too, was a 

personal representative of the merchant and by extension, to the slaveholder.  

As the southern United States became more industrialized in the second 

half of the 19th century, white men like Paul Cameron, Robert Hamilton, and 

John Kevan, Andrew Kevan’s brother, with business interests in enabling 

commerce, invested in railroads in the late 1850s and early 1830s, respectively.34 

Some slaveholders also invested in steamships. Railroad cars and steamships 

operated mechanically, followed the same route, and appeared at their 

destination at reasonably predictable times. Robert Sinclair Jr. & Co., a 

merchant who sold seeds from Baltimore, Maryland, sent Paul Cameron a letter 

updating him on a delivery sent “by steamer this day to Portsmouth.”35  The role 

enslaved men played in enabling these transactions likely diminished over time 

with the expansion of mechanized avenues.  

Most histories of slavery and its influence on the expansion of capitalism 

have ignored enslaved men’s vital role in facilitating exchange because they 

concentrate on studying slave movement as it pertains to the domestic slave 

trade. That is an important story. However, validating the misery and despair 

slaves felt when they were forcibly sold and sent to a neighboring plantation or a 

distant one should not distract us from other stories and forms of movement. 

Otherwise, the casual reader might conclude that people who made their money 
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from slavery unilaterally drove the expansion of a national and global economy 

fueled by slave labor without the direct assistance of enslaved people in the 

facilitation of the trade.  

The insight that enslaved men accrued played a crucial role in facilitating 

exchange invites them back into the discussion about the intimate, personal 

relationships that fed a national and global economy based on slave labor. 

Classifying enslaved men as agents for slaveholders and merchants does not 

necessarily condemn them as docile and submissive slaves. It was only in the 

moments in which the slaveholder and slave encountered each other—or the 

slave and the informal surveillor—that the slave appeared clearly in the 

sightlines of the surveillors and could be identified him as obedient or 

disciplined enough.  

Enslaved men permitted to leave the plantation were not limited to 

facilitating exchanges between slaveholders. Some were sent to find slaves who 

were currently untraceable. Thomas Ruffin appealed to his son-in-law, Paul 

Cameron, when Ruffin’s slave Sterling had been absent from what Ruffin felt 

was an uncomfortable amount of time and sent another slave, Peter, to find him. 

Ruffin wrote: 

My Dear Sir, 
Peter goes down for Sterling, to whom I hope you will be honest enough 
to say for us, that the sight of him would do everybody here a great deal 
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of good—especially as, when we see him, we shall also see Peter & 
Jerry!36  

 
Sterling may have gone to Stagville, Paul Cameron’s plantation, from Ruffin’s, a 

few miles away in Hillsborough, to deliver something, to visit friends, or to see 

family. At the moment, however, Sterling’s location and motives were 

ambiguous, which seem to have caused Ruffin’s anguish. The return of his slave 

to a familiar spatial and social position on Ruffin’s plantation would bring 

“everybody” relief. 

Ruffin’s polite request that Paul Cameron “say” to Sterling indicates that 

Sterling was somehow in proximity to and familiar to Cameron. Ruffin knew 

that Sterling was likely aware that when a slaveholder told him something, 

regardless of whether or not the slaveholder was his master, it was an order, not 

a suggestion. But Sterling could have also been off of Stagville or at its 

peripheries, as the plantation was massive, so Ruffin enlisted other black and 

white men to quell his worries. He had a tremendous asset in his son-in-law, 

whose authority as a fellow slaveholder and white man meant he likely had local 

contacts, who could search for Sterling.  

How slaveholders like Ruffin and Kevan wrote about their slaves provides 

a close approximation to how they thought about them, how they expected 

others to treat them, how much they trusted their slaves, and subsequently, the 
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degree of surveillance to which the slaves subjected. All three men Ruffin 

mentioned in his letter to Cameron were enslaved, though it is unlikely that the 

“Jerry” to whom Ruffin refers is the same man that Kevan and Hamilton 

assigned to make deliveries to Stagville, as this was written almost 20 years 

later, or that he was a white person. The names of most white people were 

mentioned in letters the Camerons and Bennehans wrote contained pre-fixes, 

such as “Mr.” or “Mrs.,” an indication of the respect and deference to their 

social class. Enslaved people were referred to by their first names, and 

sometimes their names were placed in quotation marks. This signaled how the 

slaveholder regarded them as subordinate to people of his own race and class.  

The actions and behavior of these enslaved men detailed to help surveil 

other slaves and carry information and goods for slaveholders served an 

existential purpose for slaveholders, distinct from the business and social 

activity of other white elites in the region. Plantation slaveholders and merchant 

slaveholders sought to locate slaves they could not see not only because slave-

produced commodities and slave labor generated profits for them and executed 

transactions for their enterprises but because slaves out of sight were dangerous 

to the entire enterprise.  

Enslaved men who faded from the slaveholder’s sight did not disappear 

from the slaveholder’s mind. Slaveholding merchants and slaveholding planters 
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forged a mutual alliance to surveil slaves because they benefitted from slave 

labor in very similar ways. But the partnership between individual slaveholders 

was an insufficient number of men to surveil slaves and control their 

trajectories.  

Out of necessity, the slaveholders enlisted ordinary white people and 

white patrollers to watch slaves and assert authority over them in the spaces 

between. Slaveholders may have paid them to incentivize them to surveil, and if 

they did not, slaveholders could rely on a legal structure that incentivized white 

people to demand justification from slaves who travelled unsupervised. This 

procedure was not without exploitable flaws. Slaves, like Jackson, could fabricate 

endorsement to circumvent white defenders of slavery.  

In the act of prohibiting and permitting certain demonstrations of 

enslaved movement, white people put into practice differences that helped 

produce and solidify racial distinctions.37 Slaveholders took advantage of how 

the practice of surveilling slaves complemented practicing what it meant to be 

white. However, white people were not the exclusive vessels of slaveholding 

authority.  
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CHAPTER THREE: 

 
INSIGHT 

 
It is by the practice of thinking and investigating, of taking notice of what occurs around us, and 
trying to ascertain the causes of such phenomena and effects, as they come under our observation, that 
the mind is rendered active and stored with really useful knowledge. From such observations and 
investigations, society has received its best contributions.1 

 
Paul Cameron to the Orange County Society for the promotion of Agriculture, 
the Mechanic Arts, and Manufactures, 1855 

 
Only certain phenomena came under the observation of slaveholders and 

their white surveillors. Limited to navigable, observable ground, the slaveholder 

or the overseer’s surveillance often discerned singular facets of slaves’ lives—the 

pounds they picked, the ditches they cut, the structures they built—which 

related to their productivity and aspects of their lives in the slave cabins. In 

addition to reaping benefits from the perspective other white men had on their 

slaves, the slaveholders at Stagville took advantage of the perspectives embodied 

by their slaves to gather more information.  

Slaveholders sought access through slaves to texture the hidden terrains 

that evaporated or never appeared in the slaveholder’s presence. It was on these 

terrains where slaves carved out temporary havens, where songs, conversations, 

exchanges, and most relevant to the slaveholder’s safety, insurrection plots, 

which could swell without being stifled by outside intrusion. These spaces, 
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which Stephanie Camp called “rival geographies,” used “plantation and southern 

space that conflicted with planters’ ideals and demands.”2 Rival geographies 

occurred on physical, visual, and audible terrain, composed of moments and 

locations on the plantation, where slaves congregated and conversed that were 

intentionally hidden from the slaveholder and his surveillors. When enslaved 

people were not visible or audible to the slaveholder, and their actions were not 

recorded, how did slaveholders attempt to make them decipherable? 

The slaveholder’s perception of their control over their plantation was in 

part contingent upon their direct lines of communication with enslaved men 

they entrusted to make things visible to them that were otherwise obscure. 

While all enslaved people were overwhelmingly the subjects of interest to 

slaveholders and their surveillors, certain enslaved men surveilled other slaves 

and derived benefits from their master for extending his authority and sightline. 

Drivers were expected to report on the small group of slaves they oversaw to 

their master. The lines of communication established between these enslaved 

men and their masters for the purposes of surveillance and information 

production had bi-directional properties. The enslaved surveillor could weaken 

or intensify his master’s authority, depending on whether or not he shared or 

withheld information he possessed.  
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Some enslaved men other than drivers were active conspirators in the 

slaveholder surveillance network, disclosing information from conversations 

among the enslaved to their master that amplified what the he heard and 

clarified what he saw. Although white surveillors, like overseers, were also 

responsible for intruding on conversations such as these, their race and their 

presence posed a significant barrier to the information they could accumulate 

about ongoing plots or any aspect of slave life.3 The white surveillor’s task to 

identify and prevent the spread of politically threatening ideas among slaves was 

nearly impossible, given that there were few and sometimes no visual signals to 

the white surveillor that accompanied the inception of plans of resistance 

amongst slaves. As Camp argued, “slaves’ political consciousness was never 

inborn but always learned; it was acquired in places of work, such as the field, 

and places of anguish, such as under the lash.” Slaves also covertly acquired the 

variety of materials for resistance—anything from information of escape routes 

to pamphlets and guns—from white abolitionists and from free black people.4 

David Blout, formerly enslaved on a plantation in North Carolina, recounted:   

[S]ome white mens comes down de riber on a boat an’ dey comes inter de 
fiel’s an’ talks ter a gang of us an’ dey says dat our masters ain’t treatin’ 
us right […] Dey also tells us dat we ort ter be allowed ter tote guns if we 
wants ‘e, […] I laughs at ‘em, but some dem fool niggers listens ter ‘em; 
an’ it ‘pears dat dese men gib de niggers some guns atter I left […] 
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Enslaved informants were present for moments that would not transpire 

in the presence of a master or another white surveillor. The white men passed 

through the plantation boundaries and approached Blout and his fellow slaves 

on the fields did so because there were likely no overseers or slaveholders who 

had them in their sight line and would intervene at the sight of unknown white 

men and their supervisor’s black slaves conversing. It is not clear, however, from 

Blout’s account whether the men were actual potential allies or spies. He 

seemed to suspect they were the later. He laughed at their offering, which 

suggests that he thought their assumption about how his master treated him 

was preposterous or alternatively, that they were leading them into a trap.  

The punishment for slaves who were discovered with guns or “in a state 

of rebellion or insurrection” was death.5 To protect his life or to protect his 

master, Blout decided to abstain, and he actively worked to ensure the plot 

would fail. He continued:    

I fin’s out de nex’ day ‘bout dis an’ I goes an’ tells de marster. He sorta 
laughs an’ scratches his head, ‘Dem niggers am headed fer trouble, Dave, 
‘he says ter me, ‘an I wants yo’ ter help me.’ I says, ‘Yas sar marster.’ An’ 
he goes on, ‘Yo’ fins out wen de rest of de guns come Dave, an’ let me 
know.’ 
 

Nowhere does this interview suggest that Blout was formally appointed to 

surveil his fellow slaves on behalf of his master before this incident. After he 

learned that his fellow slaves acquired arms, it appears that he made a 
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spontaneous decision to take this information to his master. He empowered his 

master with information his master likely did not know he needed.  

Blout’s master then recruited him to conduct more surveillance on his 

fellow slaves, because he could bridge both realms on his master’s behalf. Daily, 

Blout worked alongside these men performing gang labor in the fields, sweating, 

laboring in lock step, and conversing alongside them.6 The slaves may have 

planned the insurrection while they labored together and assumed an automatic 

ally in Blout because he was enslaved, too. He would have actively listened for 

any useful information to disrupt their plot, hiding his motives in plain sight. 

Later, he went return to his master and offered him penetrating insights about 

his fellow slaves that would eventually save his master’s life.  

Blout told his master that the other slaves planned to meet a few days 

later in the pack house, a structure slaves inhabited during the workday to pack 

and press cotton that they had now re-appropriated to use for their meeting at 

night.7 After the master sent the slaves on an assignment to the “low ground,” 

Blout stayed behind to nail up the shutters to the pack house. That night, while 

the other slaves congregated inside the pack house with their guns, Blout lay in 

wait, listening in. He remembered: 

I hyars dem say da tatter de meetin’ dey is gwine ter go up ter de big 
house an’ kill de whole fambly. I gits out of de winder an’ I runs ter de 
house and tells de marster. Den me an’ him an’ de young master goes out 
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an’ quick as lightnin’, I slam de pack house door an’ I locks it. Den de 
marster yells at dem, ‘I’se got men an’ guns out hyar, he yells, ‘an if yo’ 
doan throw dem guns out of de hole up dar in de left, an’ throw dem 
ebery one out, I’se gwine ter stick fire ter dat pack house.  
 

Blout effectively sealed the fate of the insurrectionary slaves and helped his 

master reclaim authority over his slaves through physical confinement. He 

concluded:   

Well sar, we keeps dem niggers shet up fer about a week on short rations, 
an’ at de end of dat time dem niggers am cured [sic] for good. When de 
comes out dey had three oberseers instead [sic] of one, an’ de rules [sic] 
am stricter dan eber before.8 
 

It is highly probable that the week without food, in which the slaves were 

confined to a small structure with a huge cotton press in the middle, did not did 

not cure them of their misery and frustration. Each time a slave asserted their 

autonomy and self-determination in opposition to their master, whether that 

was measured in miles from their master or in guns accumulated, slaveholders 

and their overseers reacted with confinement, punishment, and intensified 

surveillance  

Not all enslaved men who surveilled conducted counter-surveillance for 

slaveholders in the face of immediate danger for the planter family as David 

Blout did. At the Stagville plantation, Thomas Bennehan entrusted his slave 

Virgil to conduct routine surveillance to facilitate and stabilize the day-to-day 

function of operations at the plantation. Virgil’s duties as an enslaved surveillor 
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demonstrate that surveillors for slaveholders were not easily distinguishable by 

race. To achieve total hegemony as a “class-for-itself,” slaveholders strove “to 

shape the world in its own image” by compelling social conformity from slaves 

and ethically validating itself to themselves.9 The Cameron and Bennehan family 

used paternalist incentives to earn the loyalty of favored enslaved men like 

Virgil, some of which included keeping slave families together, teaching some 

enslaved men to read and write, and allowing them to leave the plantation. As a 

legitimate return for small privileges, they expected obedience and commitment 

to their plantation.  

Bennehan invested in Virgil early, teaching him to read and write to 

become a more effective participant in the surveillance network. 10 On a 

plantation where the majority of the labor force was illiterate and in a state, 

North Carolina, where slaves were prohibited from learning how to read, 

Bennehan entrusted Virgil would be a reliable enforcer and fellow surveillor, not 

a retaliatory rebel.11 He might have hoped that Virgil, as an enforcer of 

plantation norms, would serve a positive influence on other slaves.12 Virgil’s 

elevated status on the plantation corresponds to his visibility in the archive. In a 

report penned to his master, Virgil recounted some of the scope of his 

responsibilities:  

My Dear Master,  
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we ar much the same as you left us Except Ben had a Chill on Sunday and 
Monday I gave him a dost of [sic] & Colonel and he had no Chill to Day 
he is no fever + I am giving him quinine pills of 1 grame Each Parasons 
cold is Better and we ar all doing the Best we Can. Judge Bally had James 
Praut Eat dinner hear yesterday and the Judge says he will return on 
Friday or Saturday I send by mail 100 hams & 6 Kegs of Lard –  
Your faithful Servant 
Virgil 13  
 
Virgil was not unconditionally trusted.14 He had access to the medicine 

cabinet, which Bennehan may have monitored. Perhaps that is why Virgil 

specified the exact dosage. He does not want Bennehan to suspect that he had 

been smuggling medicine without permission. Virgil also quantified the exact 

number of hams and lard he sent, most likely to wherever Bennehan was, so 

that Bennehan knows what to expect, which protects Virgil against accusations 

of smuggling food or sundries for his family or other slaves.   

Bennehan was known as a heavily involved planter who tended to slaves 

when they were sick and regularly visited the fields to monitor slaves while they 

were at work in the fields.15 To complete the variety of the duties left in his 

master’s absence, Virgil had to be physically present at both pre-dominantly 

white and pre-dominantly black spaces on the plantation. Virgil mentioned the 

activities of white elites he knew by name, indicating that he was often in the 

vicinity of Bennehan, when his master hosted people at his plantation. Virgil’s 

traversal of multiple spaces to achieve wider visual coverage of people across the 
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plantation made him dually valuable to his master and also to his fellow slaves. 

He could report on multiple locations for Bennehan. For his family and friends, 

he could update them about the planter family, providing information that his 

family might not have otherwise acquired. This information might prove useful 

to them if they sought to know when their master or overseer would be away.  

Virgil’s continued cooperation with Bennehan and his elevated 

responsibilities that separated him from other slaves did not exempt him from 

surveillance. In a letter to his brother-in-law, Duncan Cameron, with the name 

“Virgil” written on the outside fold, Bennehan wrote: “Virgil being anxious of 

riding to Raleigh & wishing myself to preserve some medicine, I have permitted 

him to do so on tomorrow. I had the pleasure of receiving your favor by Squire, 

accompanied by a letter from Paul, not of a very recent date.”16 

Similar to the risk Kevan and Hamilton incurred with Jerry’s departure, 

Virgil’s exit from the plantation, out of sight from Bennehan, increased the 

chance that Virgil might escape. To account for this event, Bennehan adopted a 

strategy to the one used by Kevan and Hamilton. He wrote Virgil’s name on the 

outside of the letter, in case he was stopped by another white person on his 

journey, and cited Virgil’s whereabouts in the letter to Duncan Cameron if 

anything were to happen to prevent Virgil’s prompt arrival. Virgil did not use his 

opportunity to leave the Stagville plantation to escape. It is highly likely that his 
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family, who lived in Stagville or Raleigh, received preferential treatment because 

of his role, and he did not want to abandon them.17  

In addition to treating sick slaves, delivering supplies, and reporting on 

the arrivals and departures of white people at Stagville, Virgil may have also 

implemented an overseer’s or Bennehan’s daily work agenda for enslaved people 

at the smaller farm on which he lived within Stagville’s 30,000 acres.18 Drivers 

were under pressure from their master to keep slaves moving. If the slaves they 

oversaw performed unsatisfactorily, they had to coerce them to work, and many 

drivers relied on the lash to do so.  

What made Virgil valuable—his insight into multiple locations—also 

isolated him from his fellow slaves, some of whom viewed drivers as part of the 

“leadership elite,” representatives of slaveholders, not allies to slaves. Former 

slaves referred to the driver as the “‘black overlooker’’ or “‘nigger overseer,’” 

pejoratively associating them with white enforcers and surveillors.19 In an 

ultimate demonstration of Bennehan’s appreciation for his “faithful Servant,” 

Bennehan emancipated Virgil, his wife, his sister Margaret, and an enslaved man 

named Robert upon his death in 1847.20 He did not grant this right to any other 

enslaved people he owned, underscoring the visible difference in treatment 

Virgil received, compared to the other slaves. 
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Other slaves were likely suspicious of Virgil, because what he saw and 

heard might be directly communicated back to his master. But it is difficult to 

establish with certainty to whom a driver felt most loyal, because he may have 

only enforced the slaveholder’s rules in situations that were visible or made 

visible to the slaveholder. Though a driver enjoyed the privileges his slaveholder 

conferred onto him, like permission to leave the plantation, he was still 

enslaved. He may have used his intermediary position between slaveholders and 

slaves to deflect the slaveholder’s probing sightline, assisting his fellow slaves to 

temporarily carve space between the encroachment of slavery and their personal 

autonomy.21 

One way a driver could accomplish this was by filtering information that 

he gave to slaveholders about slaves, staying silent about enabling or joining 

slaves who congregated after dark, when the driver was supposed to enforce 

curfew. 22 Instead of ensuring each slave was in place in their cabin after 

nightfall, some drivers supported slaves who wanted to carve out precious time 

and space away from their masters and could only do so at night. Drivers may 

have selectively overlooked when slaves ignored curfew, provided them 

information about the slaveholder’s whereabouts at night, or disregarded 

curfew.23 Conversely, drivers who were committed to supporting the slaveholder 

or wanted to prevent other slaves from being punished if they were caught may 
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have compromised the sanctity of these spaces in which slaves congregated to 

temporarily elude the commands and control of the slaveholder. 

After night fell, protected by the cover of darkness, enslaved people at 

Stagville would congregate to read the Bible, pray, and sing “‘with the greatest 

care & secrecy’” in “‘some lone hut, where one or two are stationed outside…to 

warn them if their voices rise too loud.’” The slaves stationed outside the hut 

did so in protection of the other slaves’ self-expression, which could be curtailed 

by the pervasive threat of surveillors for the slaveholder. If a patrolling overseer, 

driver, or slaveholder heard or learned from an informant about the illicit 

meetings, slaves who were caught sometimes  “‘received so many lashes.’”24 The 

meetings had to be secret because masters deemed them dangerous to their 

authority over slaves. When slaves congregated out of eyesight and earshot of 

surveillors, a master feared they might conspire against him, collaborate to 

desert the plantation or to revolt. But slaves also met together to derive 

enjoyment and strength from each other to endure enslavement without their 

master’s interference.  

It remains impossible to fully understand how enslaved people coped 

with the conditions of their enslavement. Sometimes, enslaved surveillors 

broadened their master’s sightlines to see what slaves talked about and what 

they planned when slaves believed they were out of eyesight and earshot of 
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adversaries, namely white surveillors. Other times, enslaved surveillors, formally 

appointed as drivers, used their position to shield other slaves, who sought 

spaces separate from their masters. As historian Stephanie Camp observed, 

“Enslaved people were many things at once, and they were many things at 

different moments and places.”25 The basis of a slaveholder’s perception of his 

plantation and his mastery was rooted in enslaved people’s ability to embrace 

their part, adapt their circumstances to their own expectations, or discard the 

role.
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CONCLUSION 
 

For slaves, my research demonstrates, surveillance was not covert or 

hidden nor hegemonic. The ways white slaveholders, overseers, and enslaved 

drivers surveilled enslaved people was open to view. Moreover, surveillors were 

severely limited by the distance they could see, the rate at which they could 

travel, and the sparse information about a person that visual observation could 

bring. My analysis contests critical theorist John Fiske’s contention that 

“whiteness ensures visibility of everything but its own operations.” Fiske’s 

argument implies that white people in power are able to convince other white 

people and non-white people that their dominance over space is naturally 

endowed. 109 Slaveholders derived added power from the perspectives of multiple 

surveillors, whose sight, though limited in many respects, enhanced and 

enlarged the slaveholder’s vision horizon with essential information. 

The network of surveillors was expansive and responsive, depending on 

the nature of the event. When the slaveholder explicitly called upon the 

surveillors, surveillors stationed themselves according to the immediate needs of 

the slaveholder. Some surveillors felt implicitly called upon to act, like slave 

patrollers who happened to encounter a lone slave, or like David Blout after he 

was offered a gun. Based on the situation, whether it was the start of another 
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work day, the anticipation of a slave who was making a delivery on horseback, or 

the discovery that a slave was nowhere in sight, surveillors adjusted what they 

looked for, how they looked for it, and where they went.  

The surveillance network, operative in visual observations and 

information recorded in letters, encountered severe limitations emanating from 

the source of its power, the individual surveillor. The intersecting sightlines of 

the surveillors for the slaveholders created a net to gather information and catch 

slaves; by definition, nets have holes. Overseers did not always notice when 

slaves escaped. Slaveholders confronted severe limitations due to the extent of 

their vision line. Ordinary white people were duped. Enslaved surveillors 

conspired with slaves to hide from the slaveholder. Despite these weaknesses 

slaves identified and exploited, the slaveholding surveillance network to which 

the Camerons and Bennehans belonged was functional enough to defend the 

institution of slavery for three generations of this extended slaveholding 

family.110  

In histories of slavery and resistance, including this one, men, white and 

black, are often afforded the larger roles in shaping the landscape of slavery to 

contain and command slaves’ movement and in escaping and subverting it. 

Giving careful consideration to what enslaved women knew and how they acted 

on it, Camp and historian Thavolia Glymph assert that enslaved women resisted 
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slaveholders’ compulsions to work, or the attempts to inscribe their mastery 

onto enslaved women’s bodies in multiple ways.111 Camp adds considerable 

depth to the scholarship on resistance by illuminating how enslaved women 

were “imbricated” in a strong social and surveillance network of family and 

friends, who they supported and assisted in temporarily or permanently running 

away, and who they worked alongside to find spaces hidden from sight where 

they could enjoy themselves.112 It was mainly through the narratives published 

by slaves who successfully evaded surveillance and escaped that abolitionists 

and historians were availed of these strategies.113 The Cameron Family Papers 

advertise immense potential as a source for a project about the Cameron 

mistresses and the slaves who served them in their household as an exploration 

of how surveillance strategies were fundamentally altered as the white family 

and their slaves gained in proximity to each other.   

In my project to better understand how the information produced by the 

surveillance of slaves shaded in the Cameron and Bennehan slaveholders’ visual 

horizon, I have inevitably reproduced the situational visibility and obscurity that 

befell enslaved people, a consequence of my question and of the slaveholders’ 

pursuit of information they felt was most relevant and within reason to gather 

about enslaved people. Unlike the slaveholders, who fabricated mastery from 

limited knowledge, I acknowledge the shortcomings of my study of surveillance, 
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which is situated within the same corridor of information exchange as the 

slaveholder.  

This micro-study, which uncovered the people in the Cameron and 

Bennehan surveillance network, reveals that plantation operations would have 

unraveled without their efforts. This result implores us to consider with high 

probability that other wealthy slaveholders, who owned plantations in the 

region and across the Southern United States, addressed similar weaknesses 

with an analogous, perhaps overlapping, surveillance network that played a 

crucial role in maintaining an economic and social system entrenched by the 

relationships of slavery.  
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